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Abstract: With the deep development and application of Internet technology, data need to be processed
more and more, when dealing with large amounts of data. Spark is a versatile high-performance and
parallel computing framework, which can be applied to data mining. This paper is based on the
parallelization of platforms’ K-means algorithm, by building a YARN cluster environment and making
experiments to analyze performance of two distributed platforms, and finally find out that the match of
Spark and YARN shows more effective on clustering results and consumes less time on the execution of
programs, so it’s more suitable for cluster analysis of big data.
Key words: Clustering algorithm, distributed platforms, research of performance.

1. Introduction
With the development of informational society, technologies and platforms base on distributed storage
and parallel computing of big data become more and more mature, and gradually get promoted and applied,
which provides a good technical means and supplies platforms for different industries solving the problems
of large data applications.
The algorithms on cluster analysis can be divided into Partitioning Methods, Hierarchical Methods,
Density-Based Methods, Grid-Based Methods, Model-Based Methods [1]. These algorithms can achieve a
good clustering effect, among these algorithms K-means is most widely used and has the relatively simple
idea which belongs to Partitioning Methods. In cluster analysis, K-means is an algorithm which is simple,
fast, higher efficient for large data sets, scalable and suitable for mining large data sets, and its time
complexity becomes nearly linear. This paper will use the machine learning library MLlib of Spark and the
resource manager YARN scheduling to execute tasks in parallel, by building a cluster environment to
implement the parallelization of K-means algorithm in order to improve the practicality of data mining and
the efficiency and of cluster analysis.

2. Research of Cloud Computing Framework Spark
Spark is a versatile high-performance and parallel computing framework developed by UC Berkeley AMP
lab, which is similar to and has the advantage of Hadoop MapReduce. But what is different from MapReduce
is that Job intermediate output results can be saved in memory, thus, eliminating the need to frequently
read and write HDFS, so Spark can be better suited for data mining and machine learning algorithms that
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need iteration [2].

Fig. 1. Graph of ecosystem structure of Spark.
The architecture of Spark is shown in Fig. 1. The main components of the Spark architecture are as
follows [3]:


Spark SQL is equal to the function of Hadoop’s Hive. It can convert SQL commands into MapReduce
programs of Spark.



Spark Streaming is an extension of the core Spark API that enables scalable, high-throughput,
fault-tolerant stream processing of live data streams. Data can be ingested from many sources like Kafka,
Flume, Twitter, ZeroMQ, Kinesis or TCP sockets which can be processed using complex algorithms
expressed with high-level functions like map, reduce, join and window [4].



MLlib is Spark’s scalable machine learning library consisting of common learning algorithms and
utilities, including classification, regression, clustering, collaborative filtering, dimensionality reduction,
as well as underlying optimization primitives.



GraphX is a new component in Spark for graphs and graph-parallel computation. At a high level, GraphX
extends the Spark RDD by introducing a new Graph abstraction [5]: a directed multigraph with
properties attached to each vertex and edge.

3. Research of MLlib and K-means
3.1. MLlib
MLlib is the library of Spark which has implemented common machine learning algorithms [6], and
includes the relevant tests and data generators. Now, MLlib supports four common machine learning
problems: binary classification, regression, clustering and collaborative filtering. MLlib currently supports
K-means which is regarded as one of the most widely used clustering algorithms, but needs to set the
number of clusters and iterations in advance, and then data can be clustered.

3.2. K-means
Clustering belongs to unsupervised learning. K-means, which is known as one of the top ten mining
algorithms and proposed by Macqueen in 1967 [7], is a popular method of cluster analysis in data mining.
The basic idea of this algorithm is that data points of data sets randomly are divided into K groups, the
mean value of each group is treated as the center point, calculating the distance of each data point to the
center point according to the similarity association rules of data points, regrouping the data points,
calculating again a new mean of each group as a new center point. After the iterative calculation, the mean
value of K groups’ center points limits to some value. If this, the iteration will be stopped.
Assuming that the data set is divided into K clusters, the algorithm is described as follows [8]:


Randomly select k points as the initial center point of each cluster;
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Calculate the distance of each point to the K initial center points, and classify this point into the cluster
that the distance of this point to some center point is min;



Calculate again the center point of each class;



Calculate the standard measurement function, if the function is limited to some value, the algorithm
terminates, otherwise go back to step 2 to continue.
Usually, the adopted objective function is the squared error criterion function:

In this formula, xi represents a data object, ci represents the cluster centroid of cj, represents the sum
of squared error of all objects in the datasets [9]. The objective function adopts the Euclidean distance, of
course, other distance functions can also be used as a similarity measure method.

4. Results and Analysis of Experiments
4.1. Hardware Configuration
In this experiment, the cluster environment is built on the experimental room, cluster is made of ten
servers, virtual machines are installed on a test machine so that experiments are carried out smoothly, each
virtual machine’s configuration is shown below in Table 1.
Table 1. Hardware Configuration of Clusters
Name

Number

Detailed configuration

Namenode

1

Intel core i5 3210M, 2.5GHz, 8G RAM, 500GHardware

Datanode

9

Intel core i5 3210M, 2.5GHz, 8G RAM, 500GHardware

Network

1

1000Mbps

4.2. Software Configuration
Ubuntu virtual machines are installed in VMware Workstation in this experiment. Spark, Hadoop
(including Yarn, HDFS), Mesos are built in each virtual machine, and the underlying file system adopts HDFS.
Each machine software configuration is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Software Configuration of Clusters
Name of Software
Operating System
Java

Detailed configuration
Ubuntu14.04 Virtual Machine
JDK1.7

Hadoop(including YARN and HDFS)

Hadoop2.5.1

Spark

Spark1.1.1

Mesos

Mesos0.20.0

For building the platform and making experiments conveniently, we change the name and IP address of
each machine, and configure the connections between each node via ssh without a password. IP of Master
we configure is 192.168.44.131, IP of Slave1 to Slave10 is successively 192.168.44.132 ~ 140. The
experimental cluster topology is shown in Fig. 2, nodes are connected to each other through a switch:

4.3. Launching Applications and Running Spark on YARN
YARN is a platform of resource management [10], it has been integrated into Hadoop2.5.1 version. This
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application is developed in IntelliJ IDEA (or other IDE such as eclipse) which has installed the plugin Scala,
and uses Scala language, MLlib, and the machine learning library of Spark. Run the make command in IDEA
and the application can be packed a jar package, then submit the application to the YARN cluster with the
spark-submit command.

Fig. 2. Graph of cluster topology.

4.4. Experiment and Analysis
Experiment 1: Comparison and analysis of distributed platforms’ performance. The following experiment
uses the of K-means square error criterion function [11],
, by submitting an
application of Spark and Hadoop to calculate WSSSE (Within Set Sum of Squared Error) [12]. the
experimental results are shown in Fig. 3:

Fig. 3. Limited Graph of WSSSE.
The results from Fig. 3 can see that, with the increasing number of iterations, WSSSE of K-means
clustering based on Spark Mllib is smaller than that based on Hadoop MapReduce, it indicats that the
clustering results of Spark limits faster and more efficiently.
Experiment 2: Comparison and analysis of time consumption of parallel clusters. This experiment uses
the platform of Spark on YARN and Spark on Mesos, by executing the K-means algorithm while keeping the
other conditions remain unchanged, separately submitting applications to YARN and Mesos, and controlling
the number of data nodes to test time consumption. The results are shown in Fig. 4:
As can be seen from the results of this experiment, when clustering needs more and more computing
resources, the capabilities of scheduling resource for YARN is higher than Mesos. With the number of nodes
increasing, resources scheduled of YARN can become more, and processing applications consumes less time,
which indicates that, the combination of Spark and YARN is more efficient in processing applications, and
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superior to the combination of Spark and Mesos.

Fig. 4. Graph of time-consumption of programs.

5. Conclusion and Prospect
This article designs and implements K-means algorithm based on MLlib, uses a combination of Spark and
YARN to implement the parallelization of the algorithm, and verifies the algorithm by experiments’
comparison in set sum of squared errors and time consumption of programs, and by analyzing concludes
that the performance based on the combination of Spark and YARN shows better. Data mining and cloud
computing are the products of massive data, next we will study programming models of Spark and resource
scheduling mode of YARN, learn Scala languages which is integrated features of object-oriented
programming and functional programming, develop some applications which are more suitable for cluster
analysis of massive data, and study some data processing platforms of higher performance which are well
applied to iterative calculation for massive data.
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